Let T be a discrete group acting in the unit ball B of euclidean «-space and T(B) the unit tangent space of B. We define the geodesic flow g, on the quotient space Q = T(B)/T and show that for discrete groups of infinite volume the flow is of zero type-namely, for measurable subsets A, B of ñ which are of finite measure, lim,_oe g,(A) n B = 0. Using this result, we give a new and elementary proof of the fact that for a discrete group of infinite volume, N(r) = o(V{x: \x\ < r}) as r -» 1, where N(r) is the orbital counting function and V denotes hyperbolic volume.
1. Introduction. Let B denote the unit ball {x: \x\ < 1} of R" with the Poincaré metric defined by the element ds = \dx\/(l -\x\2). Let G denote the full group of Moebius transformations which preserve B and hence also the sphere S = (x: \x\ = 1}. If T is a discrete subgroup of G which contains no element fixing the origin (except the identity), we may define the Dirichlet region D for T by D = [x G B: s(x,0) < s(y(x),0)all y G T, y * I}.
The volume V derived from dV= 2"(l -\x\2y"dxxdx2 ■■■ dx", where x = (xx,x2,...,xn), is invariant under Moebius transformations preserving B. We say the group T is of finite volume if V(D) < oo, and of infinite volume otherwise.
Consider now the unit tangent space T(B) of B. The points of T(B) consist of a point x of B and a direction at that point. The direction is given by a unit vector £ of S. Thus T(B) is B X S and is thus equipped with the product topology. The Moebius group G acts on T(B) as follows. For y in G we denote the Jacobian matrix of y at x by y'(x). This matrix is a positive multiple of an orthogonal matrix and this multiple, which measures the change of linear scale, will be denoted by |y'(*)l-We then have y(x,0={y(x),(y'(x)/\y'(x)\)e).
The invariant volume element is dm = dVdw(£), where w(£) denotes the solid angle.
Every element (x, £) of T(B) determines a geodesic ray which starts from x in the direction ¿. For a real number / let x move along the geodesic form x to a point x' at a directed hyperbolic distance / from x. At the same time let £ slide to the positive tangent vector £' at x'. We define the geodesic flow g, on T(5) by g,(x,|) = (x',|')-It is quite evident that g, ° gs = gl+s, (g,)'1 = g_" and that for any Moebius transform y, g,°y = V° grit can be shown that g, leaves invariant the volume element dm [1, p. 76] . In view of these comments we see that for any discrete group T, the flow gt is defined on the quotient space ß = T(B)/T and preserves there the measure m inherited from the measure m on T(B). Clearly the space ß has finite (m) measure if and only if the underlying group V is of finite volume, and in this case Hopf showed in 1939 [2, p. 291 ] that the geodesic flow is mixing. His result is as follows (where P denotes a point of ß).
Theorem A. // T is a discrete group of finite volume and if f, X are bounded integrable functions on ß, then lim f f(g_,(P))HP)dm= f f(P)dmf X(P)dm.
In a recent paper [7] Shirakawa considers the case n = 2 (T is a Fuchsian group), where T is of infinite area, and proves the following result.
Theorem B. // T is a Fuchsian group of infinite area and if the geodesic flow is ergodic on ß, then it is of zero type. Namely, for f, X bounded integrable functions on ß, lim f f(g_,(P))X(P)dm = 0.
Our aim in this paper is to generalize this result to all dimensions and to remove the condition that g, be ergodic. We will prove Theorem 1. // r is a discrete group of infinite volume, then, for f,X bounded integrable functions on ß, lim Í f(g_,(P))X(P)dm = 0.
'-»00 JQ This result may be used to provide a new proof of the asymptotic estimate for the orbital counting function in the infinite volume case (Patterson [6] for « = 2, Nicholls [4] for « > 2). Defining, for 0 < r < 1, N(r) to be the cardinality of the set {y G T: |y(0)| < /*},wehave Theorem 2. // T is a discrete group of infinite volume, then N(r) = o(V{x: \x\ < r}) asr-*l.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It should be remarked here that the present proof of this theorem avoids all the technical details of the previous proof [4] and is also at a much more elementary level since it does not use Sullivan's deep result on the ergodicity of the geodesic flow.
The theorems are proved in the next section.
2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. The proofs are given in three parts. We first show that for any discrete group T the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent. Next we show that Theorem 2 is true for any group of convergence type, and, finally, it is shown that Theorem 1 is true for a group T of infinite volume and divergence type.
Let A be a ball centered at the origin and contained in D. With w as before denoting solid angle subtended at the origin, we note that the properties By considering characteristic functions, we see that this statement is equivalent to the conclusion of Theorem 1. Thus the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent.
The group T is said to be of convergence type if the series E 6r(l -|y(0)|)"_1 converges. In this case the integral j] (1 -t)n~l dN(t) and, hence, also the integral /o1 (1 -t)"-2N(t)dt converges, it follows from this that /r<1 + ')/2 (1 -t)"-2N(t)dt approaches zero as r -» 1. So, using the fact that N(t) is increasing, we have that (1 -r)"~lN(r) -» 0 as r -» 1. An easy calculation shows that V{x;\x\< r} -k(n)/(l -r)"'1 as r -* 1, and so Theorem 2 is proved in the case that T is of convergence type. It remains therefore to prove Theorem 1 under the hypotheses that T is of divergence type and of infinite volume. Our method of proof follows the work of Hopf [2] , in which he uses the connnection between the geodesic and horocyclic flows to establish his mixing result-Theorem A. We wish to extend Hopfs method to the infinite volume case and to avoid using the ergodicity of the geodesic flow.
In order to define a horocycle in the «-dimensional setting (« > 2), it is easier to consider the upper half-space model of hyperbolic space-R" l X (0, oo)-in which a horocycle at oo through the point y is a set of vectors of the form y + W, where If is a one-dimensional subspace of R"~x. If x is in B and £ is in S, we may define a horocycle at | through x by conjugating to the upper half-space, sending £ to oo and x to y. An element of T(B) does not determine a unique horocycle-in order to do this we need a point and two directions. Thus we define the biped space U(B) to be the set of triples (x,a,ß) where x is in B and a, ß are orthogonal unit vectors of S. A point of U(B) determines a unique horocycle; to see how this is done, consider b = (x, a, ß) and conjugate to the upper half-space by a Moebius transform, V say, so that V(b) = (y,ax,ßx) with a, in the direction of the *"-axis. It follows that ßx is in R",_1, and we have a horocycle y + (ßx), where (ßx) denotes all multiples of /?,. The V~l image of this horocycle is a horocycle in B through x at i, where £ is the endpoint of the geodesic determined by the element (x, a) of T(B).
The Moebius group acts on U(B) in the natural way:
y(x,a,ß) = {y(x),(y'(x)/\y'(x)\)a,(y'(x)/\y'(x)\)ß).
The invariant volume element is dp = dVdw(a)dv(ß)
where v(ß) denotes the solid angle at the origin subtended from the (n -2)-dimensional unit sphere of directions orthogonal to a given a. The horocyclic flow, hs, is defined on U(B) as follows. Given b = (x, a, ß) and j real, first determine the horocycle from b and move x along the horocycle a directed hyperbolic distance s to arrive at a point y, at the same time sliding ß around the horocycle to a new direction ß' at y. Clearly there is a unique vector a' such that (x, a, ß) and (y, a', ß') determine the same horocycle, and we set hs(x,a,ß) = (y,a',ß').
We now wish to define the geodesic flow gt on U(B). In view of our previous definition of g, on T(B), it is quite clear that we should have g,(x,a,ß) = (gt(x,a),e), where g, on the left is the action on U(B), and on the right is the action on T(B). The problem is to come up with a reasonable definition of 0. To do this we define, for b = (x,a,ß) in U(B), a two-dimensional sphere S(b) containing x, orthogonal to the boundary sphere S and with tangent plane at x generated by a, ß. In other words, 5(e) is the totally geodesic 2-plane determined by a and ß. In the definition above we now choose 0 to be the unique direction such that S(x,a,ß) = S(g,(x,a),6).
From the work of Hopf [2, p. 287 et seq.] we know that both flows can be defined on the identified space £¡x = U(B)/T, for any discrete group T, and that they both preserve the inherited measure a on Q¿. Further, by extending Hopfs work from the case jti(ßj) < oo to the infinite-measure case (only minor modifications are necessary), we have Lemma 1. If f is a bounded integrable function on Qlt then f is invariant under the geodesic flow if and only if it is invariant under the horocyclic flow.
In order to prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient to consider functions / and X continuous with compact support on ß. Now note that if / is a function defined on ß, we may define a function /, on ß, by projecting down to T(B), U(B) and setting, for each (x,a,ß), fx(x,a,ß) = f(x,a). For / and X given as above, it is clear that KÍ f(g-,(P))HP) dm=j fx(g_,(Q))Xx(Q) dp, X(Q)dp = 0.
A well-know relation between the geodesic and horocyclic flows is as follows [2, p. 285]. For any real s and t, S,°hs = hsexp(-t)°g" so the integral above becomes / y*f{Kap(t)(g-ÂQ)))ds X(Q)dp, and the change of variable u = sexp(f) yields / \jjfuf(hu(g^(Q)))du
where U = 8 exp(i ). Since g, preserves the measure ft, this integral is equal to / jjfQUf(hu(Q))du X(g,(Q))dp.
Now for fixed / we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and noting that / X2(g,(Q))dp = j X2(Q)dp is bounded, it remains only to show that (1/U)f0u f(hu(Q))du converges, as U -> oo, to zero in the sense of L2(Slx,p) convergence. From the mean ergodic theorem we know that F(Q)= lim yfUf(hu(Q))du t/-»oo cl Jq exists, in the sense of L2(ß,,jtt) convergence, is integrable and «" invariant. We know also, from the definition of /, that F is invariant under a change in the second direction and, from the lemma, that F is invariant under the geodesic flow.
Consider now two points (x, a, ß) and (xx, ax, ßx) of U(B) with the property that the geodesies determined by (x,a) and (x,,a,) have the same endpoint on the boundary sphere S. It is clear that we may move from (x,a,ß) to (xx,ax,ßx) by a rotation of the second direction, a horocyclic flow, and a geodesic flow. In view of our comments above we may define a measurable T-invariant function v on the boundary sphere S by v(£) = F(Q), where Q lifts to (x, a, ß) in U(B) and £ is the endpoint of the geodesic determined by (x, a).
Since T is of divergence type it is known that the action of T on 5 is ergodic (see, for example, [1, p. 911] )-this is a fairly elementary result not to be confused with the far deeper theorem that a group of divergence type is ergodic on S X S. Since T is ergodic on S, the function v above is a constant, and, thus, so is the function F. However, F is also integrable on a space of infinite measure and is thus equal to zero almost everywhere. We have shown that lim yfUf(hu(Q))du = 0 t/-»oo L/ Jq almost everywhere in Qx, and this completes the proof of the theorem.
